I’VE TURNED ON AUTO SOFTWARE UPDATES, SET STRONG PASSWORDS, AND CHECKED PRIVACY SETTINGS ON ALL OF OUR DEVICES!

I’VE TURNED ON AUTO SOFTWARE UPDATES FOR THE LATEST SECURITY!

I’VE CHECKED PRIVACY SETTINGS ON ALL DEVICES AND ACCOUNTS.

Cybercriminals go after the family’s personal information.

Strong passwords are the first line of defence, Mum... Let’s stop that cybercriminal!

Cybercriminals use bugs in software to gain access to devices.

I’VE TURNED ON AUTO SOFTWARE UPDATES FOR THE LATEST SECURITY!

Any device connected to the internet is an attractive target for cybercriminals.

Don’t click it, digital dad... that email looks like a scam!

YEP, LOOKS DOGGY TO ME, WONDER-BOY!

Home internet secured with strong password.

visited
worldstaysmartonline.gov.au/parents

For tips on defending your home from cybercriminals!

Australian Cyber Security Centre